W I N TE R B R O OK H OUS E
HOOK HEATH ● SURREY

WINTER BROOK HOUSE
HOOK HEATH ROAD, HOOK HEATH, SURREY, GU22 0LE

Simply stunning from head to toe, this truly exceptional newly
built luxury home offers a wonderful feeling of exclusivity and
seclusion in a fantastic gated community of just two
properties. Designed and curated to the impeccably high
specification that we've come to expect from Luxuria
Developments, this spacious property generate an enviable
lifestyle.
Encompassed by large landscaped gardens, the hugely fluid layouts effortlessly blend superbly appointed
Neptune kitchen, bespoke wine cellar, and Fired Earth tiles with the refined elegance of subtle
architraves, distinguished wall panelling and wooden sash windows. With integral double garaging, cat5
cabling, underfloor heating and a state of the art security system, each and every detail generates a
superior example of contemporary living.
Brand new and ready for you to simply move in, unpack and relax, this home in this exclusive new
development has been designed to an admirably high specification. Discreetly tucked back from the road
in a prized Hook Heath location, electric gates sweep open onto a supremely idyllic and peaceful setting
where the distinguished double fronted facades of each property instantly hints at the lifestyle within.
Underfloor heating is a notable addition to the entire ground floor, and each home is wired with Cat5
cabling.
Double doors open onto grand central entrance halls that immediately set the tone with the herringbone
patterns of their richly toned solid oak floors. Generating a sense of spaciousness that flows throughout,
extensive open plan layout combine with additional reception rooms to produce an abundance of
opportunity to relax, unwind and spend time together while the clever and considered flow of the rooms
make them superbly suited for entertaining.
A beautiful amount of natural light tumbles in through tastefully chosen tall sash windows highlighting
the subtle elegance of refined architraves and wall panels that lend a truly sophisticated feel. Crisp white
walls and sumptuous grey carpets enhance the sense of space. Winter Brook House offers an inviting
snug with glorious bay windows along with an additional formal dining room. Wood burning stoves add
welcoming focal points.
The consummate reception rooms lead into the exemplary open plan living areas that create the heart
and hub of this home with relaxed family areas and either breakfast or dining spaces. Superbly appointed
Neptune kitchen with stone countertops offer every convenience with a first class array of appliances that
includes a Siemens integrated dishwasher, a Rangemaster induction hob and Fisher & Paykel Americanstyle fridge-freezer. Smoothly delineating the open plan arrangement, a magnificent central island sits
beneath a duo of pendants adding the perfect spot for a morning coffee. Wide aluminium framed bi-fold
doors extend these hugely sociable spaces still further, making it easy to step outside and enjoy al fresco
meals amidst the greenery of the landscaped gardens. A separate utility room supplies additional space
for laundry appliances and has access to both the integral garaging and an outstanding bespoke wine
cellar with fridges and cigar humidifiers.
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The undeniable sense of taste is echoed upstairs in six exceptional bedrooms exquisitely styled with fitted wardrobes, deluxe carpets and en suites. Each of the en suites has a
traditional Burlington suite and lighting all arranged in fabulous Fired Earth marble tile settings with underfloor heating.
On the first floor a principal bedroom is a heavenly retreat from the hubbub of daily life. Demonstrating an attention to detail and consistent design themes, architraves wraparound the room and graceful wall panels add a heritage feel, while the bespoke dressing room and en suite bathroom are the perfect finishing touches. Three further bedrooms
pepper the first floor offering an ideal amount of family or guest accommodation, whilst two further double suites sit exclusively on the top floor making them ideal perhaps for
teenagers.
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Step out from the bi-fold doors of the ground floor
into idyllic landscaped gardens that complement the
divine presentation of this contemporary family home.
Thoughtfully planted with specimen trees and mature
hedgerows that give colour and interest throughout
the seasons, these inviting gardens provide inviting
spaces in which to sit back and relax in the sun or
enjoy al fresco dining with family and friends.
Integral double garaging with electric doors supply
secure off-road parking and the property benefits from
integrated alarm systems with cameras by OHMS
Security.

L OCA T I ON
Conveniently located within easy reach of highly
regarded schools, Woking and mainline station. The
property is two miles from Woking town centre with
all its shopping and recreational amenities.
Communications are excellent with the main line
station in Woking providing a regular service into
London with journey times from around 26 minutes.
The A320 connects with the A3 for central London
and Portsmouth whilst the M25 and M3 are also
within easy reach. There is a good selection of both
private and state schools in the area including Hoe
Bridge, Holy Trinity, Royal Grammar, Guildford High,
Lanesborough, and Tormead. For the sportsperson,
there is golf at Woking, Worplesdon and West Hill
Golf Clubs among others. There is racing at Sandown
Park, sailing at Ripley, shooting at Bisley and flying at
Fairoaks. Woking and mainline station.
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The information contained in these Sales Particulars does not form part of any contract neither is any warranty given or implied by Seymours or their
clients as to the accuracy of measurements or details stated. Every effort is made to ensure that our Sales Particulars are correct and reliable. We do
not test service, systems and appliances and we are unable to verify they are in working order.

